Minutes of LRA Management Committee Meeting
held on 12 May 2022 at 7pm in Padgate Village Club

Present: Geoff Orange, Wendy Orange, Rosa Dale, Howard Klyne, Lynn Coilter-Howard, Bob McLaughlin,
Debbie Cason, Jo Lyons, Nicola Taylor.
Geoff welcomed everyone to the meeting, especially our 2 new collegues from Harper’s Green, Jo &
Debbie.
1.

Apologies: P Adams, D Pearson, K Melia.
THE MEETING STOOD FOR A MINUTES SILENCE IN MEMORY OF THE LATE
RICHARD ROBINSON

2.

Minutes of the last meeting: The minutes of the last meeting were proposed as a correct record
by Bob McLaughlin and seconded by Nicola Taylor and agreed. Matters arising were seen to be
on the agenda.

3. Financial report: Members had been provided with the latest statement of accounts to 31 March
2022 (bank statement to 30 April 2022 only received today). No matters were highlighted, and the
accounts were accepted as a true record unanimously.
4. Muir Housing: The Muir Tree Survey was discussed (published in 2015) and it was agreed to
meet representatives of Muir and their new contractors in week commencing 23 May 2022 to
identify our concerns.
5. Mindfulness & Memory Classes Debbie & Jo suggested that we work together with Matt from
Torus who is already running the Torus scheme and is well versed in the subject. It was agreed to
hold a meeting between LRA, Torus and the Community Matron to move the subject forward for the
whole community, without “reinventing the wheel”.
6. Queen’s Platinum Jubilee We discussed all subjects in place along with information we are still
awaiting. We need to hear from Greencore regarding hot dogs & burgers. Jane Stranton has again
come up trumps with the offer of their prepacked salads being available to us. Confirmation should
be received in the next few days. Flags, bunting, paper plates, napkins, cups etc are all in hand.
The fireworks have been purchased, we just need to agree when and where to set them off. It was
suggested that the fireworks be set off as a start to the event rather than at the end, as this will be
safer and easier for the trained “pyrotechs” to carry out.
Flags and bunting are all with LRA. We hope to give all participating neighbourhoods at least 6
packs of bunting equating to approx..50 metres in length (nearly 170ft).
Money will be obtained from the bank as soon as possible to enable LRA to distribute to each
individual neighbourhood Platinum Volunteer to spend for their respective locations throughout our
community.
7. Quiz Night Due to a clash of events on 1 July 2022 the next LRA Quiz Night has been rearranged
for 15 July 2022 ~ all other arrangements still apply.
8. The Land Trust and Continental Landscapes New contract has been awarded but there seems
to be a complete change of personnel, with the contact for LRA now being Kelly Thompson. In the
next week Howard is due to meet on site with Kelly in an attempt to put to bed his ongoing tree
problems. LRA needs a site meeting to point out to the Land Trust the ongoing problems that
residents have.

9. Purchase of ride on Mower As agreed, this has been ordered and delivered and our volunteer
landscapers, Dave Allen & John Melia, have both had their trial runs with it and feedback is very
positive.
10. Road Safety There have been numerous reports regarding traffic & children trying to cross the
road at the junction of Harpers Road and Station Road South with several near misses reported.
The usual comments were forthcoming such as request for Lollipop Lady, speed bumps, flashing
lights, mini roundabouts etc. plus parking on Guildford Close, and nearby roads, including Harper’s
Green where staff and visitors have nowhere to park until after school times.
A meeting with Mark Tune at WBC has been arranged for 20 May to see if a way forward can be
found. Harper’s Green has agreed to allow signage to ask drivers not to park on Harper’s Road or
the adjoining grass verge as this is on a bend and opposite a junction.
11. News Round-Up Raj’s (10 May) and David’s (13 May) birthdays were announced. Richard’s
funeral to be held on Monday 16 May 2022 at 9.30am at Christ Church.
Howard and his wife are taking in a Ukrainian family in the immediate future, a lady and 2 small
children – well done Howard!
12. Review of meeting – Excellent but rather long.
13. AOB – Next week is Dementia Action Week. We found out too late to really take part, but it was
agreed to include an article in the next LRA Newsletter. Information will be provided by Alzheimer’s
Society.
Helen Broderick is now in St Rocco’s Hospice; we all send her our best wishes. There has been a
memory book created by Rosa, with comments by LRA, Footloose, Afternoon Tea, Exercise
Classes and Ukulele Band. Helen was really pleased when looking at it.
Due to the failure of Warrington Buses to keep their buses roadworthy as many were without
MOTs creating many problems for the travelling public, it was noted that the Traffic Commissioner
had withdrawn routes from Warrington Buses and awarded those routes to other bus providers.
Rosa Dale offered her resignation from the LRA Management Committee with immediate effect.
She was thanked for all her hard work over the years.

